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A general theory of measure and distribution monads

founded on the notion of commutant of a subtheory

Extending work of Anders Kock [1] and of the speaker [2], we outline a general

theory of measure and distribution monads on closed categories that specializes to

capture in a canonical way the notions of Radon probability measure, compactly

supported Radon measure (in each of its positive, signed, and probabilistic variants),

compactly supported Schwartz distribution, ultrafilter, and filter. We work with a

given closed category X of ‘spaces’, a commutative X -enriched algebraic theory

T , and a suitable T -algebra S. First defining in a general setting the notion of

commutant of a subtheory (or submonad), we define the natural distribution monad

D by

DX = T⊥-Alg(SX , S) (X ∈ X )

where T⊥ denotes the commutant of T in the ‘full’ theory of S in X . We de-

fine specific algebraic theories T that determine general notions of affine space over

a rig in X and, in particular, of convex space over a preordered ring in X . We

study the functional analysis intrinsic to the category T -Alg of T -algebras (e.g.,

linear/affine/convex spaces) and the object S, including suitable notions of complete-

ness of T -algebras [3]. We outline how much of the speaker’s work in [2] extends

to this setting, yielding a theory of vector-valued integration in T -algebras, where

this generalized notion of ‘integration’ specializes to not only the Pettis integral in

vector spaces, but also the barycentre operation in suitable convex spaces, ultrafilter

convergence in compact Hausdorff spaces (following ideas of Kock and of Leinster),

and the ‘lim-inf’ operation in continuous lattices.
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